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Camden’s voluntary and community sector
investment and support programme 2012-15
Innovation and development fund
Stage 1 application

Apply to kick start your idea   
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Why we have created this fund?

The Innovation and Development Fund is a new and exciting fund aimed to unlock the creativity
and resources that exist within the borough. There are two themes for this fund:

Theme 1- Tackling socially ingrained problems: new and improved solutions

Theme 2- Redesigning services: rethinking needs and services

This fund gives power to local communities to enable them to make things happen in their local
area. It offers financial investment and a tailored support package to support you to make your idea
a reality.

We want to hear all about your innovative idea. If your idea matches the criteria, aims of the fund
and is selected for the second stage you will be invited to an event where you will meet people who
can help to shape and develop your idea with you.

Please complete the form for stage 1 and send it back to us by email to vcs@camden.gov.uk , or
post , Communities and Third Sector, 7th Floor Cellular wing, Town Hall Extension, Argyle Street,
WC1H 8EQ , by 11:59pm on  24th October 2011.  Applications received after this date will not
be considered for this round.

It is important that you check the criteria before you fill in the form.  Further information may be
found in our handy guide and on our website www.camden.gov.uk/vcs. If you have any queries or
need support completing the form, please email vcs@camden.gov.uk or call 020 7974 7841.

Innovation and Development Fund
Stage 1 application
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About you

Contact details of lead person or organisation

Organisation/group
(If applicable)

Friends of Leather Lane Market

Name of lead person      Simon Rochowski

Registered address      5 Hatton Wall, London EC1N 8HX

Contact address      5 Hatton Wall, London EC1N 8HX

Telephone number      020 7831 0195

Mobile number      0741 202 4243

Email address      simonrochowski@hotmail.com

Website address
(if applicable)

     Leatherlanestars.wordpress.com

Role in the
organisation or project

     Secretary of Friends of Leather Lane Market

Charity registration number
and year of registration
(if applicable)

     

Company registration
number and year registered
(if applicable)

     

For internal use: Application code: Y_ _R_ No.
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Your idea

We want to get a feel for how you came up with the idea, what your idea will look like and how you
see it working.

We are looking for short, concise answers to these questions – please keep within your word limit

1. What theme(s) are you applying to? (Please tick all that apply)

Tackling socially ingrained problems: new and improved solutions Yes

Redesigning services: rethinking needs and services Yes

2. Please provide a brief description of your proposal? (50 words)

     Our proposal involves reinvigorating and modernising Leather Lane Market. We believe that
it plays a crucial cultural and economic role locally in South Camden through social cohesion,
cultural identity, public safety, community empowerment, economic stability, and as part of the
living heritage of London as a whole. We want to work with all existing stakeholders as well as
those who need to understand the future benefits of a healthy street market and the risks of slowly
losing this catalyst for economic growth.

We want to build on recent discussions and initiatives which have gone a long way to identifying
the strategic improvements needed to ensure the long-term viability and survival of the market as a
socially diverse economic force. Beyond the place making and heritage aspects of a 300 year-old
animated street market, with the help of the Innovation and Development Fund, Leather Lane has
the  capacity to significantly improve the life chances for young people in the area.
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3. Please tell us about your idea in up to (250 words)
You might find it useful to consider the following:

a. What issue will your idea tackle?
b. How do you know that this is an issue for residents in Camden?
c. How will your idea tackle the issue or meet the need?
d. What makes your idea different (e.g. unique selling point)
e. Why are you the right person or organisation to make your idea happen?

      Our idea will tackle directly, and head-on, the shrinking of the Market, and the fastest ways to reverse
this trend. The market is currently declining at a rate where many question its ability to survive the next few
years without significant changes to key aspects of the market. The loss of the street market and its
associated community, business and activity would bring the demise of a host of social benefits the market
brings, be they quantifiable (job creation, reduced crime, increased business occupancy) and otherwise
(social cohesion, neighbourhood creation and community identity), that arise through a valued and vibrant
local market.

With the Environment and Culture department of Camden Council set to face cuts of over £5M over the next
three years, many services for youth, families and communities that Camden residents rely on will no longer
be available, leading to even greater social and economic impoverishment. This results in the clear need for
initiatives that are socially inclusive, locally run but culturally diverse, inter-generational, attractive, and
economically sustainable. It is clear that street markets fit this profile perfectly, and are too valuable an asset
to lose through neglect.

Through our previous consultation events with the market traders, local business owners, the public, Camden
Council and experts from associated Market bodies, we have identified a profound need for action to prevent
the disappearance of Leather Lane Market, with statements from the Council to local residents to this effect.
Also, the Friends are long-term residents and workers in South Camden, and have been charting local
concern and anxiety for some years. In response to the declining commerce and vibrancy of the area, there
is now a collective will to seize opportunities to assert the rich multicultural commercial energy this area
which straddles the East and West ends of London.

We will tackle the issue through collaboration and partnering between stall holders, shopkeepers, local
business people and the inns of court, organisations with an ambition to  put localism into practice. Drawing
on experiential, economic and professional expertise, we have developed a business and spatial analysis of
the market, and have collaboratively identified areas and opportunities to enhance and develop it. Through a
coordinated approach of short, medium and long-term action, our proposal is to act on these opportunities,
including improvements to the physical make-up of the market, implementing signage, incentives for shops,
traders and the public, increased number and diversity of stalls, logistical support, attracting new audiences,
and streamlining market processes. All of these actions constitute the support the market needs to deliver its
social benefits.

We have invented the concept of Market Stars or rather reinvented it. The modern retail experience is one of
homogeneity and isolation. Traders would formerly be comfortable sharing tales and animating the public
realm, however now the interdependence of people in a neighbourhood has been challenged by ebay and
the big four supermarkets.  We need to stand up and celebrate the collective social capital represented by
our Established, Rising and Supporting Stars. Also, Our idea is different because nothing like this has been
done in Camden before. Whilst other boroughs such as Kensington & Chelsea, Lambeth and Hackney are
actively supporting and strategically developing markets, Camden has not, to the social cost of its residents.

The Friends are a highly-permeable mix of traders, shopkeepers and individuals that anyone with an interest
in the market can join. Due to both wide-ranging expertise of London street markets and specific knowledge
and experience of the situation of Leather Lane, the Friends of Leather Lane is ideally placed and suited to
deliver the proposal. Our collective expertise in issues of public realm, street markets, social enterprises,
consultation and event management forms a broad base both of skills and support. In addition we combine
the local, practical knowledge of both difficulties and opportunities with a strategic understanding of goals and
implementation.
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Who will be involved?

Camden is a vibrant and diverse borough and the fund has been designed to invest in new and
improved ideas to benefit Camden residents.

4.  Who will benefit from your idea? How many Camden residents? (50 words)

     The strength of markets is their appeal to a huge range of society, attracting not only local
residents and blue- and white-collar workers, but also visitors both locally and nationally. This
broad-spectrum social engagement benefits not only the traders and shoppers of the market, but
local shops, businesses and residents through investment and interest in the area. A successful
market is a hub which benefits the whole community.

5. How will your idea benefit Camden residents? (150 words)

     A successful market brings social benefit through:
- Increased job creation and economic opportunities for young people and residents,
- Increased income for local businesses and the wider economy, increased vitality of town

centres, increased neighbourhood and cultural identity for local residents.
- Increased interaction amongst the community and social cohesion
- Increased investment in an area (following David Ubaka’s research showing higher-quality

public realms bringing high value to the Council)
- Reduction in crime through social surveillance
- Reduced unemployment through low-threshold job opportunities
- Increased inter-generational contact through building social capital amongst the community.
- Functioning as business incubators, encouraging flexible entrepreneurial activity for small

businesses to develop and grow into larger enterprises.
- Offering an opportunity for an area to express itself, and provide a unique experience

through products that distinguish themselves from the homogeneity of the regular retail
environment.

These benefits can only be delivered through a market that is supported, successful, and active
within the community. The Friends of Leather Lane Market, supported by CIDF funding, can fulfil
this role of leading innovation and improvement in the market.

6. How will your idea include and involve local people?
    e.g. consultation, co-production, user-led design and or delivery (100 words)

      Markets are inherently cooperative: they both rely upon and help foster communities. The
primary aim of our idea is a community-powered market that has the resources to invest in itself,
and deliver social good in a mutually beneficial and economically sustainable way. In addition to
our previous consultation events, the Friends and the Stars would work hard to develop local
enthusiasm for a reboot of the Market through developing:
-  3D animated 'GOAD' map, working with key stage 3 children at St Albans Primary School to carry
out  a visual and auditory mapping of Leather Lane
- An online, virtual and interactive marketing tool, developed in collaboration with Narrative
Environments post-grads from Central St Martins
- Promoting cooking and food culture to support healthy living agendas talking up ways to prepare
raw food, cooking demonstrations from local cafes and residents on stalls.
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7. Do you intend to work with any other individuals, groups or organisations?

Yes No Yes

If you have answered yes, who will be involved and how? (100 words)

      As well as the examples above the Friends will want to make links with the   Local residents
associations, the Inmidtown BID, other businesses umbrella organisations, the inns of court, long
standing institutions who share the ethos of the Market; the Soane Museum, Coram Fields, the
Coram Foundation, the Dickens Museum; as well as new local initiatives such as the People's
Supermarket and Meanwhile Space activists. In addition, through the diversification of the market
we aim to involve other market traders, many of whom might be first-time traders, in setting up
stalls and running events. Potential partners might include St. Marten’s College, Craft Central, and
other local businesses and producers. Finally, the Friends already have links with organisations
such as the National Market Traders Federation, the Association of London Markets, and the
National Association of British Market Authorities.

How will it work?

8. How do you know it will work?
(e.g. research, previous experience, knowledge of other models of delivery (200 words)

     Our group consists of a number of individuals with a huge amount of experience in running
and operating street markets (some with more than 30yrs experience), from setting up
farmers’ markets in New York City in the early 80's to establishing a new market this year in West
Norwood, and the measures necessary to ensure their viability and success. As well as local
business owners and long-term market traders, several members of our group have expertise in
effectively implementing and managing a business in the specific context of Leather Lane and
therefore have a high level of understanding of the economic and social factors that would lead to
the success of the project, as well as long-term experience in a variety of other markets throughout
London.

As well as direct experience of the market itself, one member has been involved in the inception
and operation of a new market in West Norwood, delivered for Lambeth Council as part of a high
street regeneration initiative. This consisted of facilitating community meetings, collaboratively
developing strategic plans for the setup and continued operation of the market, and an ongoing role
as operations manager for the market. This therefore brings a great deal of knowledge of other
forms of market delivery, in addition to the long-standing experience of other members.

The Friends also collectively have experience in implementing community-based projects in other
boroughs, with associated skills and knowledge of social enterprise structure and organisation,
event management and delivery, and social media strategy.

In addition, due to the wealth of experience of the members of the Friends, we have long-standing
connections with other market-related experts both locally and nationally, whose expertise and
resources in strategy, operations and publicity can be called upon to further inform the initiatives
and actions of the Friends. We have also been gaining the experience and advice of similar
initiatives, such as Brixton Market and Queen’s Crescent Market, to learn from their examples and
become innovative thought-leaders in this area.
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9.  What steps will you take to make your idea happen?
(You may be able to think of many more steps but please list the steps
that you feel are most important to making your project a success.

What will you do When will you do it?

Delivering a basic web presence Already online

Develop social media strategy around  Leather
Lane Stars  and comprehensive links to other
local initiatives

Nov – Dec: Dependent of funding

Build innovative online market portal Dec – Jan: Dependent of funding

Work with Camden and Stakeholders on
expanding hours of the market, better
operations and waste management, signage
strategy and new business ideas.

Jan - Feb: Dependent of funding

Initiation of regular events to bring a greater
number and more diverse traders

Feb - March: Dependent on funding

10.  What are the risks and opportunities?

Risks Opportunities

Lack of funding leads to the continuation of the
decline of the market

A vibrant and successful historic inner-city street
market

As traders move to better supported markets,
Camden increasingly loses capital and social
equity

The market becomes a centre for events,
attractions and a key location in Camden

The market starts to cost more than the money it
generates: the market is closed and the
community loses out

Social inclusivity and entrepreneurial support for
a wide range of Camden residents

This area of Camden becomes known for its
market, attracting investment and people to the
area

Leather Lane Market serves as a model for
supporting and successfully developing markets:
Camden becomes a thought-leader in the
process and can advise other boroughs.
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11. If you intend for your project or initiative to continue after the grant comes to an end.
How do you envisage that this will happen? (100 words)

     The market relies on basic infrastructural systems to be in place for its continued operation.
These systems have suffered from neglect, and the market has suffered accordingly. However,
through the CIDF funding, the Friends aim to innovate, update and reinstate these systems such
that the market once again becomes a self-sustaining entity that delivers associated social benefits.
It can achieve this, however it requires up-front effort and investment through the Friends to get to
this point. Through the establishment of democratic and collaborate systems and operations, the
long-term viability of the market can be ensured, and with innovation in the way the market
promotes itself and operates, a new organisational structure and means of communication is
established with gives the project a robust legacy for the future.

What do you need from us?

12. How much do you think it might cost to help you to deliver your idea?

£ 20,000

Not sure We understand that this might change as you develop your idea.
This figure will just give us an idea about the scale of your proposal.

13.  What support do you think you will need from us? e.g. advice, networking (100 words)

     We will require close coordination with the Council in regards to regulations concerning
market trading, with a view to what possibilities exist for innovation in systems that currently exist,
how the threshold for trying out ideas on a market stall can be lowered, and how the community
involved in the market can be supported. This community already holds a lot of expertise,
knowledge and connections in relation to street markets, and the Friends therefore require support
from the Council for updating and rethinking the way markets are run and maintained. We will also
require the cross-disciplinary experience and advice that Camden has to coordinate the project with
wider initiatives across the Borough.
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You may also like to send additional resources to support the information you have provided above.
For example photos, video clips, diagrams or another other material that you feel will give us
picture of what you would like to achieve.

Information may be sent electronically (e.g. email, links via the internet etc) or in the post.

To make sure we are able to match these resources to your application please detail what
you will be sending.

If you are sending items in the post please make sure the description of your idea is no bigger than
2 sides of A4.

Item 1      

Item 2      

Item 3      
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The council is really keen to involve as many residents and organisations as possible. We would
appreciate if you could complete the information below to help us to see who we are reaching.
This information will be separated from your main application before assessing your idea.

Are you applying as:

An individual Non-constituted group X Constituted group/organisation

If you are applying as an individual please complete the following:

Ethnicity

British White and
Black
Caribbean

Caribbean

Irish White and
Black African

African

Any other

     

White and
Asian

Any other

     

White Mixed

Any other

     

Black
or
Black
British

Indian Chinese Not stated

Pakistani Any other

     

Bangladeshi

Asian
or
Asian
British

Any other

     

Other
ethnic
groups

Not
stated
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Gender

Male Female

Transgendered

Male Female

Age group

Under 16 16-19 20-24 25-29

30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49

50-54 55-59 60-64 65 or over

Sexual orientation

Lesbian Gay Bisexual

Heterosexual /
straight

Not stated      

Religious Belief

Buddhism Atheism Hinduism Christianity

Jainism Islam Sikhism Judaism

Other Not stated      

Disability

Yes No Not stated
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